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simple betting game

slide 1 : hiring panel  (shows Simpson cartoon characters)
different votes for candidate:

how to incorporate evidence...

how do you incorporate assessments by others?

people defer to knowledgeable experts

infants as young as 13 months can identify unreliable adults
 and subsequently discount their actions
cites poulin-dubois  2011

knowledgeable advisors are more influential  than novices  

and  confidence OF others (in themselves) is also influential.

experimental goals:

manipulate the extent to which the adviser is knowledgeable
and manipulate his confidence


first S (= subject) sees evidence:

horse race:  ouch pouch  vs rosy slang (2 horses)


S sees a couple horses:  rosy slang vs ouch pouch


summary table:  5 races:  columbo logic vs chomsky (2 other horses)

chomsky wins 3 out of 5...
columbo  won  2 out of 5...

just going head to head...

this is like  marbles from a bag...  but difft cover story in his expt...


told that  the last person  bet on Columbo
(but you dont know the info that that person saw)


only interested in  the trials that are really out of sync
(ie trials in which one horse won a huge percentage of the time
and yet the "expert" bet on the other horse.)

so  say  Chomsky  won  9 out of 10  but
the other person  bet on Columbo

S  needs  a model of Zack  as decision maker
 and a model what he saw

Uses Softmax... (like a logistic function)

exponentiation is the alpha param...

first u make a model of Zack... then u can infer what Zack saw...


linear...

Y axis = likelihood and
X axis  is  races won by  Columbo


joint estimate:   Zack as a decn maker  and the performance of Columbo...

Effect of seeing Zack's bet:


S does listen to Zack  (knows that Z saw  5 races)


50 data  points  (one data point = one S on one trial)

these are trials in which Zack always disagrees with S;

but he mixes up the order  (and in some trials Z disagrees with them)

people are listening to Zack.


now  expt goal

manipulate  the extent to which the adviser is knowledgeable...

when Zack saw no races, people ignore him...

if Z saw 10 trials then u'd expect a huge bump...

shows that  bump when  Z  sees 10  then S  greatly increases his trust and defers to him...

if  Z  saw 20, then u get a bigger difference...

if max saw 30, it still may be that  columbo only won 6 of 10 times...


high confidence is more impactful  than  # of trials...


he tells ....Zack only Columbo if columbo won  80% of the time...

expt  goals:

manip the reasonableness of the advisers:


now we'll see what Z saw...


now S gets to see what Z saw:


effect of classif of Z's reasonableness on inferred wieght..


classif of Z:  v unreasonable, unreas, reasonable and v reasonabe


Y axis:  how likely is this horse to win...


all this is Zack has seen 10 samples


alpha of 1  = linear:  just bets exactly in proportion to wins...


v   reasonable means...

no incentive payment...


Jay:  is it  a paramutuel  betting scheme with sharing...

now look at how much data Z actually had:


how sane was he...


but anomaly:  when Zack saw no data:  it increased their weighting...


"maybe Z knows something I don't know"...  subject may be thinking

Summary:


factors:  knowledgablity of adviser
confid of his estimate

future options::  TOM (theory of mind)  attributions:
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